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About Us
Celebrating culture of
collaboration and sustainable
manufacturing, EMKO
seeks to empower furniture
and interior accessories
to embrace and inspire
positivity and create a sense
of belonging.

EMKO’s furniture and interior accessories are
defined by their smart functionality and creative
flair allowing customers to enhance the positive
and contemporary atmosphere of any interior.
All items are designed to subtly display character
while remaining highly versatile, encouraging
customers to feel playful about arranging
items and creating authentic spaces. Made of
sustainable organic materials, EMKO products
are tactile and pleasant to touch. The inherent
quality together with high production standards
assures the pieces are durable and long-lasting.
The company’s collaborative, communal spirit
coherently translates into its designs as they are
intended to enhance a sense of belonging and
light-hearted positivity in people inhabiting the
environments where EMKO furniture exists.
EMKO aspires to build a global community
of both designers and customers who create
and appreciate smart functional design and
optimism inducing contemporary aesthetic.
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Designers

Audronė Drungilaitė
Barbora Adamonytė-Keidūnė
Büro Famos
Dalius Razauskas
Etc.etc. Design Studio
Marius Valaitis
Nikita Bukoros
Pierre Foulonneau
Rasa Balaišė
Silvia Ceñal
Tore Bleuzé
Whynot Design Studio
ZP Design Studio

Inspiration

*
Limited
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Naïve Low Chair Sheepskin
by etc.etc.
We are excited to introduce this new addition to our selection of upholsteries. Genuine
sheepskin got our attention with a few essential values we aim to highlight in our products.
It is a natural, long-lasting, and 100% biodegradable material. Sheepskin is a by-product of the meat
industry, repurposed to create these luxury pieces for your interiors. It feels welcoming
and incredibly soft to touch, ensuring the best comfort and coziness.
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Naïve Pouf
by etc.etc.
Smooth lines and well balanced proportions are the main
features of the Naïve pouf. This cupcake silhouette pouf is
a perfect companion for our Naïve sofa. Nevertheless, the
pouf fits well in a hallway or can bring a comfy feeling to a
dressing room or lounge.
Naïve pouf is available in two sizes and the same fabrics
as Naïve Sofa — from soft velour to cozy boucle or natural
leather.

Naïve Sofa
by etc.etc.
The Naïve Sofa is the softest addition to continually growing
Naïve furniture collection. This delightful piece is designed
to accommodate up to three people and contributes to a
favourable microclimate of any room it is placed in.

Flawless elegance works well
for private as well as public
interiors, creating an inviting
space to unwind. What’s more - the
sofa effortlessly combines with
different seating furniture.

*Upgrade

From now on,
Multifunctional Pill Extra
is a perfect workplace that
fits a 27” screen. It also
has a functional tabletop
and JUNG electric sockets.
Moreover, secret storage
compartments help quickly
hide work clutter, making
this piece a must for
smaller spaces.
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Multifunctional Pill
by Dalius Razauskas
The Multifunctional Pill works great in the treatment
against clutter and messy environments. The Pill is
a round cabinet that works fixed to a wall and can
instantly transform into a fully-functional working
place, a dressing table, or even a bar! Attach it at
standard table height, a bit higher or a bit lower – it’s
your choice. The shelving system inside is designed
with the idea to allow the user to change and adapt
it easily: it can fit a laptop, standard files, catalogues,
books or any other personal belongings.
Furthermore, the Pill comes equipped with sockets
and the option of integrating LED lights. The
materials and the fittings used into manufacturing
are providing a reliable desk transformation and
tabletop stability.

Naïve Semi Bar Stool
by etc.etc.
The Naïve semi bar stools stand out with their
unique and recognizable character. A carved seat
with a minimal backrest makes it comfortable
enough for a long chat between friends, while
durable steel footrest suits both home and public
use.

Multifunctional Pill Extra
by Dalius Razauskas
Multifunctional Pill Extra is an upgrade of
our bestseller wall cabinet Pill. The idea
came from our beloved design seekers
asking about the solution for bigger
screens — a computer or even TV.
The wall cabinet is available in black or
white base combined with soft yellow, sky
blue, black or white doors.
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Bean Sofa
Bean modular sofa combines simple design
with functionality. Due to its rounded corners, it
is easy to join the segments and form a lounge
of two, three, or more seats. Meanwhile, a pouf
works well on its own or as an extension for your
sofa.
Elegant wooden legs also add some lightness to
a bit chubby base and ease the floor cleaning.
Finally, pleated velour fabric brings a bohemian
feel and is extremely soft to touch.
Bean sofa comes in five colors. Choose from royal
blue, moss green, burgundy red, concrete grey, or
always stylish beige. There also are two cushions
that ensure the best comfort.
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Lietuva Rug
by Whynot Design Studio
The Whynot design team has created the
Lietuva Rug after being inspired by the
Lithuanian identity – its ancient traditions,
its colours, clothing and handicraft. One
of the unique Lithuanian craft elements
is the colourful woven stripe once used in
the national costumes. Different yarns are
interwoven together and create geometric
patterns, while the stylized flowers are
ending in elegant colour combinations. In
the rug, these artistic signs are used next to
the contemporary modern linen craftwork,
bringing together a touch of the Lithuanian
spirit. Lietuva is available in different colours
which define the Lithuanian nature: the blues
of the lakes and winter frost; the light greys
reflecting the sky; the greens of its woods
contrasting with wild sand dunes. A reflection
of Lithuania portrayed in the Lietuva Rug.
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Chaos Rug
by Audronė Drungilaitė
The very best parties usually leave us with a
chaos and confetti on the floor. And like the
great memories we get from such celebrations,
the Chaos Rug will bring joy and happiness
into your daily life. Yet the item is made out
of the rug industry’s leftover yarn. The base of
this linen rug is hand-tufted with one-colour
yarns, then the weaver selects the rest of the
details from the leftovers.
Every single rug is therefore uniquely
coloured and made from 100% linen that
has hypoallergenic features. Available in two
sizes (2x2 m and 2.5 x 2.5 m) and two different
background colours (dark blue and caramel
brown).
The rug has been shortlisted for the Dezeen
Awards 2020 and Make Me! competition Finale.
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Naïve Dining Table
by etc.etc.
Table’s modest and clean form is decided by a simple but lasting
construction - each leg has its own base under the tabletop
making the table strong enough to serve generations to come.
The roundish tabletop contour is designed to create an inviting
and cozy atmosphere for everyone sitting around it.
The table is available fully oiled or with a colored body revealing
just the oiled ash tabletop surface.

Naïve Stool
by etc.etc.
The smallest member of the Naïve family. A tiny but sturdy
item that will find itself useful in many spaces and situations.
Assembled out of a carved solid ash seat and three legs to
screw.

Macaron Pendant Lamp
by Silvia Ceñal
Macaron lamp is combining simple materials with the right
proportions, in order to get a lamp with personality. Wood
conveys us warmth and strength. Along with the cord which
links between the two pieces of wood, giving a touch of
originality with its texture and color. It happens quite the same
when it comes the Macaron with different flavors combining
perfectly in it.

Naïve Low Chair
by etc.etc.
Naïve Low Chair introduces itself with
a bright, yet mature and subtle look.
Its main visual characteristic is a large
leather strap that holds the backrest
attached to the body. Firm connection
between wood, leather and textile
serves its function and makes it visually
distinctive. After a long day Naïve Low is
inviting for a cup of coffee or tea, have a
relaxing read, or small adventure while
watching a movie. It is a companion
which values your time and sitting
quality, thus, Naïve Low is the chair to
live with. It is composed of long-lasting
natural materials and suits organically to
every background.

Like other pieces in
this family, Naïve Low
Chair features a body
that can be easily
unscrewed and
flat-packed.
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Naïve Side Table
by etc.etc.
The Naïve Side Table is available in three sizes,
each one carved out of a single piece of solid
ash. A form in between a square and a circle
creates a soft and welcoming appearance and
will easily adapt to any type of room. The tables
can easily be assembled just by screwing the
legs in, and they work well on their own, or with
all three together.

Babel Serving Stand
by ZP Studio
The tiered Babel Serving Stand s a composition
of two scooped wooden plates and a central
pole combined with a solid brass handle. All
three parts are made with precision from solid
ash, and the plates are oiled with oil which is
certified for contact with food. The plates can
be easily removed and used separately, and
then again mounted back onto the central
pole to create a stylish two-tier serving stand
for fruits, nuts, cakes, and more. For all the
cupcake lovers we recommend to flip over the
plates to have the flat surface.
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Naïve Chair
by etc.etc.
This playful chair is stripped to the minimum:
a carved solid ash seat and six legs of equal
length to screw. It takes pitch-perfect accuracy
to design its simple looks. Every single detail
is carefully studied, the length and angles
of the legs are engineered to obtain the best
proportions and to offer superior ergonomics
and a great sitting position. It takes a minute
to assemble it, and another one to flat-pack
it back into a small box for transportation or
shipping.

4.9 Desk
by Marius Valaitis
The unusual name of the 4.9 Desk has a story to
tell: it reflects designer’s Marius Valaitis desire
to play with the concepts of perfection vs. flaw.
For that it’s almost five, missing just a tiny bit.
This translates in the angles of the desktop,
which, at its end, has a “crack”, a slit not just
for storage, but also to bring closure to the
desk’s core idea. The “imperfection” aside, all
the details of this piece of furniture have been
made with perfect accuracy. It not only brings
convenience and efficiency to work, but adds a
little bit of style to it as well.
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Citizen Chair | Chaos Rug | Babel Serving Stand

Inclined seat and sturdy
construction ensure
the best comfort for
whatever you are
immersing into —
from family
gatherings at home to
sophisticated dinners at
the restaurant.

New!
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Citizen Chair
by etc.etc.
Citizen is a minimal dining chair with subtle details
emphasizing its construction. The chair features rounded
legs that offset from a square seat. Each leg casts a soft
shadow on the body and renders a balanced posture
of the chair. Effortless Citizen chair is crafted from
sustainable, natural materials — solid oak and veneered
plywood. Moreover, light and elegant Citizen chairs are
easy to stack, allowing to quickly transform the space or
store the chairs when not in use.
The best part? The Citizen chair proposes two different
backrests that give birth to two unique characters. As
citizens may be good or bad, you can choose your side
— square or round backrest chair in natural either black
painted oak. Both these characters harmoniously mix and
complement each other around a dining table, prompting
the artistic atmosphere of the room.

The table is crafted from
sustainable, natural
materials — solid oak
and veneered plywood
so perfectly matches our
stackable laconic
Citizen Chair.
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Torch Hook
by Tore Bleuzé
Just like a medieval torch, Torch Hook metal bracket is
attached to the wall and wooden pin is easily stick in. It is an
item of simple yet clever design. You can hang the clothes,
jackets or scarves on the wooden pin and place a coat
hanger behind it on the specially shaped bracket. The Torch
is made of ash wood and powder coated metal, sold in pairs
and available in four different colours.
Torch Hook is definitely an eye-catcher on the wall of your
own cosy castle.

Citizen Dining Table
by etc.etc.
An elegant and clear design language is the main feature
of the new Citizen dining table. Uncovered round legs here
expose the clean structure of the table and highlight the
beauty of wooden texture.
Designed to enjoy a memorable time with our loved ones,
Citizen is a highly versatile piece. It is available in three sizes
— square as well as smaller or larger rectangular. This way,
the table fits various purposes and interiors — from compact
apartments to spacious restaurants or hotels.
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Naïve Low Chair
Vintage Cognac
leather
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Dessus Shelf
by Pierre Foulonneau
In French, the name of this wall shelf means on
top of and describes its primary function — to
store your books, tableware, or decoration on
top of the shelves. Dessus is a double-deck
wall shelf. Powder-painted metal and plywood
here accompany each other and connect into a
timeless piece. Moreover, this shelf comes in a
flatpack. Its two arch metal frames and two birch
plywood shelves are easy to assemble and fix on
the wall.
Finally, the shelf is available in two classic colors
— off white or coal black frame.

Aye Aye! Candleholder
by etc.etc.
Aye Aye! is a fleet of rugged, round and bold
iron cast candle holders inspired by the time of
adventure and discovery, when the enthusiasm
of the Industrial Revolution revealed the world
to travellers and fortune seekers. The fleet is
composed of four sizes – from a small tugboat
with one funnel to a hefty steamship with four
big ones. Each funnel is designed to fit either a
tea-light candle for cosy harbour light or a taper
candle as a pillar of steam.
Scattered on a dining table the vessels will seem
to sail into an archipelago of plates sparkling
good mood for conversation.

New!
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New!

Hat Pendant Lamp Set
by Büro Famos
A set of comics-inspired Hat pendant lamps
by German duo Büro Famos is an upgrade that
should bring joy into your living room or lobby.
From now on, the lamp is available in sets
of three or six. The central ceiling rose here
perfectly connects all the messy wires.
Meanwhile, small ceiling roses allow creating
unique patterns based on your needs, room size,
or imagination.

7.1 Chair
by Nikita Bukoros
The 7.1 chair by Ukrainian designer Nikita
Bukoros is a traditional look sturdy dining chair.
It well fits both — your personal dining ritual at
home or sophisticated dinner at the restaurant.
A spoon-like backrest holder made from casted
and polished brass is a distinctive feature of the
7.1 chair. It also refers to family traditions and
cozy stories shared around the table.
Moreover, 7.1 is the volume of a dessert spoon
in the imperial Apothecaries system and the
inspiration behind this chair. Just like dessert is
the final chord of a great dinner, the 7.1 chair is
the cherry on top of the modern interior.
Four versions of the chair are available. Choose
lacquered oak with beige woven upholstery or
beige velour, either black painted oak with moss
green velour or coal black woven upholstery.
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Mirror Dew
by Rasa Balaišė
Inspired by such dewdrops, designer created
a mirror named Dew, which is a chic tribute
to the phenomenon’s reflective yet aesthetic
qualities. Available in three sizes, Dew can be
bronze, dark grey or classical, without colour.
It also has its own four little “droplets” acting
as functional details: you can place these
bubble-shaped glass accessories on the lower
surface – they are able to hold light jewellery,
at the same time matching the chosen colour
scheme. Just like real dewdrops, the mirror
contains both otherworldly charm and crystal
clear function.

Naïve Bench
by etc.etc.
Made from solid wood, the Naïve Bench Seat is
as strong as it is visually gracious. The item can
be made in two sizes, also with or without the
padding that comes in the eight colours of the
Naïve Low Chair. If unpadded, the bench seat
is either black or oiled ash wood. And like the
other pieces in this family, it’s genuinely easy
to assemble as well as effortlessly adaptable to
any room.

Naïve Tray
by etc.etc.
The Naïve Tray comes in the colour of ash wood
and in a single size. The tray is truly distinctive
due to its pleasant appearance, the ability to
adapt to any space, and the highest certified
quality of the oil used on it.
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Sun Wall Lamp
by Barbora Adamonytė-Keidūnė
Life as we know it is a revolving cycle around
the Sun. Since the dawn of time, the Sun’s
stages shaped the way we interact with the
world around us. The skies have become a
mirror to humans’ ancestral ways, tied to
our well-being, our emotional balance and
everyday life activities. Crisp bright blue
mornings followed by the red-orange-purple
of sunsets give us energy and joy. On the other
hand, a few days of grey and cloudy skies or
months of short winter days and our mood
begins to shift. It doesn’t take much to feel
under the weather.
Add to that the modern lifestyle, which has
slowly pulled us away from the Sun’s natural
cycles, as we have moved our activities indoors,
inside closed spaces which have shut off our
contact with the elements, and our longing for
the natural benefits of the Sun increases.
Created during the dark Lithuanian winters,
SUNrise/SUNset is a lamp that puts the Sun’s
colours into the palm of your hand. The winner
of the international exhibition Furniture 2012 in
Vilnius and the Red Dot Design Concept Award
in 2014, this interactive object gives its user the
possibility to choose the right colour palette to
suit the desired mood effect according to the
moment of the day or personal preference, by
gently sliding the light source over the coloured
panel. It brings bright mornings’ vibrant and
refreshing coolness inside your office or the
warmth of cosy evenings to your living room.
This wall lamp has been created during study
years at Vilnius Academy of Arts.

Step Up Shoe Rack
by Tore Bleuzé
Such simple solution to store shoes and always
have them in sight, designed by Tore Bleuzé,
feels so obvious and natural that it’s almost
strange it hasn’t been used before. All you need
to do is gently put Step Up against a wall and it
will do the job. It doesn’t take a lot of space and
it can easily be relocated. The smaller version
of this shoe rack, the Step Up Mini, has been
welcomed into the EMKO range as well. Used by
itself for smaller shoes or smaller spaces, or in
combination with its “bigger brother”, the Step
Up family can now fit everyone’s needs.
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Macaron Wall Lamp
by Silvia Ceñal
Being the youngest member of the Macaron
family, Macaron Wall Lamp combines simple
materials with the right proportions to get a
lamp with a personality. Available in two sizes,
five colours and suitable to fix in two positions
- up and down.

Macaron Floor Lamp
by Silvia Ceñal
Silvia Ceñal was inspired by a sweet meringue
based confection made with simple ingredients
like eggs, icing sugar, granulated sugar and
almond powder. However, making the perfect
sweet is not an easy task. Macaron lamp follows
the same idea; combining simple materials with
the right proportions, in order to get a lamp
with personality. Wood conveys us warmth
and strength. Along with the cord which links
between the two pieces of wood, giving a
touch of originality with its texture and color.
It happens quite the same when it comes to
the Macaron with different flavors combining
perfectly in it. After two unbelievably successful
years in the market for the pendant lamps,
Silvia and EMKO agreed the Floor lamp will
surely fit in.
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My Writing Desk
by etc.etc.
While developing the idea of the My writing desk (MWD), designer Inesa Malafej had
a clear goal – to reduce the chaotic clutter that creative work brings to the table. The
result is a desk which has its storage space organized around the table-top, where
the objects are always in sight and easily accessible. This enlarges the desktop
beyond its edges without the worry that things might fall down. Furthermore, any
unnecessary objects can simply be pushed to the sides, for storage. The high edges
of the desk isolate it in the room and create a positive microclimate where things
“feel good” in relationship to the user. The wings are divided, leaving space for the
electrical wires. MWD features two drawers, to store a laptop and other working
tools. The legs of the table can be twisted off for easier transportation. For smaller,
cozier spaces, a one drawer version was created.
MWD is Inesa’s graduation project from the Vilnius Academy of Arts.
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Seating

397
435

435

NAÏVE STOOL
by etc.etc

388

oiled ash

397

Material

NAÏVE CHAIR
by etc.etc.
388

Black

Yellow

Blue

Grey

Dusty pink

White

445

823

Ash

389

Materials

492

Backrest: Gabriel - Step Melange
Body: oiled or painted ash

NAÏVE SEMI BAR CHAIR
by etc.etc.

Black

Yellow

Blue

Grey

Dusty pink

White

650

820

Ash

Materials

oiled or painted ash, powder
coated metal

420

455
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NAÏVE LOW CHAIR
by etc.etc

420

805

418

649

Materials

Upholstery:
Kvadrat Remix II, Novotex Ritz Trend (velour), Camira Yoredale, Nevotex Lambada Leather, Ad Hulst Rancho Leather
Leather Strap: black or cognac
Body: oiled or black painted ash
Camira Yoredale

Kvadrat Remix II

Black

Yellow

Cognac

Grey

Nevotex Ritz Trend Velour

Green

639

Blue

Green

Beige

Grey

Black

Blue

Delius Gavi

Brown

Terra

Beige

Blue

Yellow

Bordo

Grey

Nevotex Lambada

Ad Hulst Rancho

Black

Cognac

Skandilock Sheepskin

Nevotex Vintage

Moonlight

Cognac

NAÏVE OTTOMAN
by etc.etc.
Materials

405

Kvadrat Remix II, Novotex Ritz Trend (velour),
Camira Yoredale, Nevotex Lambada Leather,
Ad Hulst Rancho Leather, Skandilock Sheepskin
Leather Strap: black or cognac
Body: oiled or black painted ash
500

Camira Yoredale

Kvadrat Remix II

Black

Grey

Cognac

Yellow

Nevotex Ritz Trend Velour

Blue

Green

Brown

Blue

Green

Grey

Beige

Black

Delius Gavi

Terra

Beige

Blue

Yellow

Bordo

Grey

410

Nevotex Lambada

Ad Hulst Rancho

Black

Cognac

Skandilock Sheepskin

Nevotex Vintage

Moonlight

Cognac
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DESIGNER
Bean

DIM
DIM
WE
WEI
B

250

Be
Ge

600

130
130

820

600

820

820

Ge
W
W1
Pa
Pac
Sh
Shi
2
21,
p
1,2
BR
Sh
Shi
2
2DIM
c
1,
WE
1,2

780

130

450
450

720
720

220

720

DESIGNER

Bean Sofa

780

780

BRA

250

220

PRODUCT NAME

Sofa

250

1880
1880

220

DESIGNERBR

PRODUCT NAME DESIGNER

Bean Sofa
Bean Sofa

600

PRODUCT NAME
PRODUCT NAME

450

BEAN SOFA
by EMKO Team

250

B

2640

Ge
W

220

Bean Pouf

PRODUCT NAME

130

DIMENSIONS &
WEIGHTS

Package info:
W400 x D400 x H200mm, 2kg

General Dimensions:
W760
x D760 x H410mm, 16kg
EMKO

BRAND

DESIGNER

Bean Pillow

Green

Package info:
Shipment outside EU
Package info:
1 particle board box:
W700 x D200 x H200mm, 2kg
TEXTUM AVELINA
W800 x D800 x H450mm, 40kg
9611
General Dimensions:
700 x 200mm, 1kg

700

Bsofa2s4beige
Bsofa2s4beige

UPHOLSTERY

CODE

770

Bpillow404beige

770

TEXTUM AVELINA
9516
Green

CODE

TEXTUM AVELINA
9392
Blue

Bpillow704beige
Bpillow404blue

UP

TEXTUM AVELINA
9611
Beige

Bsofa2s4green
UPHOLSTERY
Bsofa2s4green

Bpillow404grey

Bpillow704green

7.1 Chair
by Nikita Bukoros

Shipment in EU
1 cardboard box on pallet
W800 x D800 x H450mm, 33kg

UPHOLSTERY

CODE

CODE

TEXTUM AVELINA
9852
Grey

TEXTUM AVELINA
9516
Green

Bsofa2s4beige
Bpillow404bordo

Bpouf4beige
Bpillow704blue
PRODUCT NAME

TEXTUM AVELINA
9930
Bordo

Green
Avelina

TEXTUM AVELINA
9611
Beige

TEXTUM AVELINA
9392
Blue

DESIGNER

7.1 Chair

Nikita Bukoros

TEXTUM AVELINA
9852
Grey

Bpillow704grey

Bsofa2s4blue
Bsofa2s4blue
TEXTUM AVELINA
Bpillow704bordo Bsofa2s4green
Bpouf4green
9516

Beige
Avelina

TEXTUM AVELINA
9930
Bordo

Black
Alana

Green

Beige
Alana

IMAGE

CODE
Bpouf4blue

Bsofa2s4grey
TEXTUM AVELINA
BACKREST
Bsofa2s4grey
9392

FINISH

Bsofa2s4blue
Painted or oiled body with
upholstered parts

Sh
2
1,

Beige

Bpillow404green

Materials

Pa
Sh
UP
2
UPH
1,

CODE

DIMENSIONS &
WEIGHTS

200

Grey

General Dimensions:
400 x 400mm, 1kg

400

250

780

Blue

PRODUCT NAME

EMKO

EMKO

DIMENSIONS &
WEIGHTS

CODE
CODE

400

Beige

BRAND
BRAND

DESIGNER

Bean Pillow

720

Textum Avelina

Bordo

DESIGNER

130

PRODUCT NAME

450

Materials

600

820

1880

7.14green

Bpouf4grey
7.14beige

Black paint

Blue

Textum Avelina
9516
Green

TEXTUM AVELINA

9852
Textum Avelina
Bsofa2s4bordo
Grey
Natural oil
9611
Bsofa2s4bordo Beige

Bsofa2s4grey

7.15black

Black paint

7.15beige

Natural oil

Bpouf4bordo

Textum Alana

TEXTUM
7006 AVELINA
9930
Black
Bordo
Textum Alana
9611
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NAÏVE SOFA
by etc.etc.

Materials
Gabriel Harlequin

Camira Yoredale

Black

Beige

Blue

Grey

Green

Textum Avelina

Bordo

Beige

Blue

Grey

Green

Lilac
Purple

Mint
Green

Grey

Nevotex Lambada Leather

Ad Hulst Rancho Leather

Black

Cognac

NAÏVE POUF
by etc.etc.

PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT NAME
PRODUCT NAME

Naïve Pouf

Nevotex Vintage Leather

PRODUCT
CognacNAME

Naïve Pouf

DESIGNER

Naïve Pouf

Naïve
Pouf
DESIGNER

etc.etc.

DESIGNER
BRAND

etc.etc.

EMKO

DIMENSIONS &
WEIGHTS
IMAGE

CODE

IMAGE

Npouf5203black

IMAGE

CAMIRA YOREDALE
Buckden UDA01
Black

Gabriel Harlequin

Camira Yoredale

Beige

IMAGE

Blue

Grey

Green

Lilac
Purple

Mint
Green

CAMIRA YOREDALE
Hardraw UDA04
Npouf5203grey
Light grey CODE
UPHOLSTERY
IMAGE

CODE

Npouf5203black
IMAGE
Grey

Nevotex Lambada Leather

Textum Avelina

Beige

Blue

Grey

Green

Black

UPH

TE

CAMIRA YOREDALE
Buckden UDA01
Black

Npouf5203beige
CODE

CAMIRA YOREDALE
Npouf5204beige
Kidstone UDA02
UPHOLSTERY
Beige

Npouf7203g

Ad Hulst Rancho Leather
Nevotex Vintage Leather
CAMIRA YOREDALE
CAMIRA YOREDALE TE
CAMIRA YOREDALE
Hardraw UDA04
Npouf5203grey
Npouf5204green
Gayle
UDA08
Buckden UDA01
Light grey
Npouf5203green
Moss green

Npouf7203black

Bordo

1 package:
W600 x D600 x H4

Npouf7203b

Materials

Black

General Dimensio
C
520 x H420mm, 8
CODE

UPHOLSTERY

Cognac

Npouf5203beige

CAMIRA YOREDALE
Kidstone UDA02
Beige

Black

Npouf7203b

Cognac

Npouf5203blue

CAMIRA YOREDALE
Fossdale UDA11
Ink blue

TE

Npouf5204blue

CAMIRA YOREDALE

PRODUCT NAME

DESI

Citizen Chair

770

42
455

CITIZEN CHAIR
by etc.etc.
510

Natural
oil
455

805

Black
paint

480

510

480

FINISH

CODE
PRODUCT NAME

CITrecnat

Natural
oil

Natural oil
455

770

Black
paint

DESIG

Citizen Chair

510

480

Black paint

805

CITrecdark

CITovalnat

380

FINISH

CODE
1000

Ash

1400

380

CITovaldark

Black paint

CITrecnat

Natural oil

1400

380

PRODUCT DETAILS
Kvadrat Remix II

Not required

Wood

Legs & frame: solid oak
Seat & backrest: oak ven

Cognac

Black

Nevotext Ritz Trend Velour

520

CITrecdark
Black paint
Instructions Included
Yes
1000

Finish

Brown

Blue

Terra

Natural oil: Hesse Ligna
Black paint: Hesse FANT

CITovalnat

Natural oil

Felt pads with sc rews

4 pcs. included

Package

1 pc.

1000

Green

380

520

Yellow

Assembly

Guarantee

1400

380

520

Grey

380

24 months
380

Certificate
Care instruction
1400

PRODUCER

520

Black

465

1000

Natural oil

465

Wood

480

465

510

465

455

NAÏVE BENCH
by etc.etc.

CITovaldark
Black paint
Included
380

43

Tables

CITIZEN DINING TABLE
by etc.etc.

925

730
925

730
925

1872

1672

925

Materials

730

Natural oil

oiled oak veneer

375

Blue

405

Yellow

White

637

Black

447

Ash

438

505

NAÏVE SIDE TABLE
by etc.etc.

605

447

Grey

Materials

Dusty Pink

637

oiled or painted ash

742

NAÏVE DINING TABLE
by etc.etc.

Ash

1800

Grey

Materials

oiled or with painted bottom
and legs

1100

900

Black

900
1100

44

Workplace & Storage
DESSUS SHELF
by Pierre Foulounneu

White

Black

Materials

birch veneer, powder painted
metal

4.9 DESK
by Marius Valaitis

643

760

Black

Brown
700
643

760

800

Lithuanian
ash
700

643
700

Materials
solid ash wood, MDF veneered
oiled or stained

1400

700

643

1400

760

760

800

45

892

1490

STEP UP SHOE RACK
by Tore Bleuzé

490

Material

370

34

34

birch solid wood

MY WRITING DESK
by etc.etc.

750

800

Black

Birch

1360

630

630

895

630

800

895

500

solid birch,
painted MDF and
birch plywood

800

Materials

46

MULTIFUNCTIONAL PILL EXTRA
by Dalius Razauskas

Front

Base

1112

Yellow

Blue
White

Black

White

Materials

300

Black

845

painted MDF with veneered
plywood inside
18

MULTIFUNCTIONAL PILL
by Dalius Razauskas
Front

Base

280

1112

Yellow

Blue
White

Materials

Black

Dark veneer

White

Light veneer

300

Black

painted MDF or venner front
with veneered plywood inside

18

280

845

47

Rugs

CHAOS RUG
by Audronė Drungilaitė

2000

2500

Brown

Dark blue

2000

Material

2500

Tufted 100% linen

LIETUVA RUG
by WHYNOT!

1700

Brown

Material

Tufted 100% linen
2600

48

Lighting
SUNrise/set WALL LAMP
by Barbora Adamonytė-Keidūnė

125

200

600

225

200

800

painted steel, plexiglass

HAT PENDANT LAMP / HAT PENDANT LAMP MULTIPLE
by Büro Famos

Material
painted aliuminium

30

49

160

1500 1500

160

145
145

160
160

145

145

1500 1500

MACARON LAMP
by Silvia Ceñal

300

Pendant

450

300

160

160

450

450

1630

1630

300

300

300

630

220

220

160

220

540

Floor

200

300

Wall

Materials
veneered MDF, rope, painted
iron frame

Black
frame

White
frame

Black

Blue

Red

White

Yellow

50

Accessories

392

BABEL SERVING STAND
by ZP studio

35

35

337

261

Materials

oiled ash wood, brass

320

NAÏVE TRAY
by etc.etc.

410

Material

oiled ash wood

51

MIRROR DEW
by Rasa Balaišė

Dark grey
700

420

550

70

Clasic

Materials

420

550

700

Bronze

70

70

black laquered MDF, mirror,
ceramics

TORCH HOOK
by Tore Bleuzé
55

Blue

120

Black

Grey

White

Materials

35

oiled ash wood, powder coated
metal

AYE AYE! CANDLEHOLDER
by etc.etc.

Sky Grey

Navy Blue

Steam
Puffs Grey

Clear Blue

Red

171

78

58

68

59

121

46

Red Wine

35

Warm
Coal

Material

powder coated cast iron

252

99

283

112

Projects

Artlist Office
AC Hotel By Marriott
Dumpling 21
Hotel REC Barcelona
Lonas Photoshoot
Monday Office
Oyshi Sushi Restaurant
Pilies 10 Apartments
Private Apartment in Tokyo
Šventosios vartai

54

Pilies 10 Apartments in Lithuania
Our Naïve Sofa in beige velour at the freshly designed
apartment project. Happy to see it seamlessly blending
into the interior’s overall style and earthy tones, creating an
inviting space to unwind.
Designer Aušrinė Samauskienė
Photo by Benas Šileika
Products: Naïve Sofa

55

Apartments Šventosios vartai in
Lithuania
Exclusive apartment with Lithuanian design furnishing —
made possible by REALCO and
Ouyou Interior Design Studio. Proud to be a part of
this project that highlights sustainability and supports
Lithuanian designers’ original work!
Interior design: Ouyou Interior Design Studio
Photography: Gedmantas Kropis
Products: Naïve Sofa, Naïve Low Chair, Naïve Chair, Naïve
Semi Bar Stol, Naïve Side Tables, Macaron Pendant Lamp,
Macaron Floor Lamp, Foldin Shelf, My Writing Desk, Step Up
Shoe Rack

56

Artlist Office in Israel
A set of Naïve Semi Bar Chairs decorating the
office in the Northern District of Israel.
A carved seat with a minimal backrest makes
it comfortable enough for creative brainstorm
sessions as well as daily lunch breaks. Natural
wood also creates an inviting atmosphere
for everyone around to enjoy this communal
space.
Interior design by Alon Raz Architecture and
Koren Toren
Photography by Shai Gil Photo

Monday Office in Lithuania
Custom-made Naïve Low Chairs — scattered
through the bright leisure space of the new
Monday Office in Vilnius.
Nevotex Ritz Trend Velour in Brick contrasts
nicely with the calm and neutral tones, this
way representing the future residents of the
office — ambitious, daring, appreciating
quality and identity.
Architects: Heima Studio
Photographer: Norbert Tukaj
Products: Naïve Low Chair, Naïve Side Tables

57

Dumpling 21
Restaurant in Paris
Products: Naïve Chair,
Naïve Dining Table

58

AC Hotel By Marriott in Latvia
Renovation of the hotel building began
in early 2018 to meet the high standards
required by AC Hotels by Marriott. The hotel
was opened in June 2019.
Product: Naïve Low Chair

59

Oyshi Sushi Restaurant
in Slovakia
Architects: Juraj Hubinský, Peter
Kuklica, Martin Smerek
Photo: Lousy Auber
Products: Naïve Dining Table, Naïve
Chair, Naïve Bench

60

Private Appartment
Renovation In Tokyo
COPO NAKANO
Company name: GLOBAL BASE
Products: Macaron Pendant Lamp, Naïve
Dining Table, Naïve Chair, Naïve Stool

61

Hotel Rec
Barcelona
Architect: Alfredo Arribas Arq. Ass.
Project Director: Roberto Eleuteri
Product: My Writing Desk

62

Photography
Dainius Stankus
Deimantė Dubauskaitė
Jorigė Kuzmaitė
Robertas Pledas
Dogs
Border Collies Perko and Uma, Big Poodle Žakas
Paper
Keaykolor Camel 100% Recycled 300 gsm
Munken Print Cream 150 gsm
Printhouse
Spaudos departamentas
©EMKO 2021
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